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The ultimate validation of our hypothesis and our choice
of the theme and our reading of the situation was the fact
that the theme of the 2009 Human Development Repor t
(HDR) is Migration. The repor t takes a refreshingly
divergent view and breaks the popular myth that all
migration is bad. The repor t also clarifies that over 75% of
all migration is domestic and only 25% is international.
Our findings also suppor t the view of the 2009 HDR that
migration has several great benefits.
We could not have asked for any greater affirmation of
our effor ts and its global relevance!

Editor’s

Note
D ear Friends
As a firm that has been tracking employment and
labour market trends in the country over the past
ten years, one subject that has been concerning us
immensely is the huge talent that is lying unrealised
because of the socio-economic chasm. We have
always wondered what it would take for the youth
from rural India to achieve their true potential.
While the findings of people like Max Weber and
David McClelland several decades ago concluded
that N-Ach (need for achievement) among
Indians was low because of our socio-cultural
orientations, it is now fairly evident that thanks to
the structural interventions in our economy over
the past two decades, the same socio-cultural
factors have now begun to play a favourable role
in shaping and enhancing the need for
achievement among young Indians, even the ones
in rural India. That is great news. However we
recognize that N-Ach alone is not enough. They
need to overcome several socio-economic
roadblocks to achieve their true potential.
Our deep interest in this subject motivated
us to under take an extensive research
project to understand what it would take for
talent from rural India to cross the
socio-economic chasm. That is the theme of
this edition of UTB.

Our research of course, has a ver y specific focus. We have
looked at the migration challenges among educated youth
from villages and small towns as they come to cities,
especially in search of white collar jobs. A large par t of
our sample is Tamil Nadu centric. We however have
reason to believe that the findings have national validity.
While the HDR recognises the barrier s and
recommends global solutions, we have chosen to focus
on what each individual can do by and for himself and
her self. Our recommendations are not directed at the
Government, the educational institutions or other s.
Our recommendations are directly addressed to the
youth themselves. It is meant to empower them and
help them achieve their tr ue potential. While the
findings of our research effor t are by no means ear th
shattering, they cer tainly hold the potential to become
life altering. That in itself made our effor ts purposeful.
We would be most pleased if this small effor t and
simple message can find its way into the homes of as
many youth as possible.
It gives all of us at totus immense pleasure to bring to you
this ver y special socially relevant edition of UTB as we
celebrate our 10th anniversar y.
We welcome your ideas and suggestions on how we can
reach this message to the people who can benefit from
this effor t.
Warm Regards

Ganesh Chella

“Under the Bonnet” is a quarterly journal from totus consulting and is distributed to our
clients and community of Business Leaders, CEOs and HR Professionals.
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We are also ver y grateful to the ver y many
experienced professionals who helped us
validate our findings.
Finally, a big thanks to Malaicha at totus who
directed this entire project with a deep sense
of passion and commitment. She was ably
suppor ted by Sandhya and Kar thik. Of course
the rest of the totus team rallied behind
them, as they always do!
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The

Inspiration

Pilani.

She

completed

her

course

successfully and landed a campus job with
a

multinational

computer

technology

corporation. Her desire to dream, the
willingness to work towards those dreams,
the courage, the curiosity to know the
world, to discover new things and a belief
that, some day she was going to do
something ‘big’, drove her right from her
childhood, she says.
Though she lacked the exposure that a top
rated school in a city would have provided,
she was able to make up for this through
the initiative she took to learn more and
gain a little more knowledge about the
ways of world. Most impor tantly, Aparajita
sees it as just the beginning……..

The stories of the outliers
that must be told
(All names and related identities have been changed or concealed
for reasons of privacy)

Krithika,

daughter

of

a

public

sector

employee from Nagarcoil, dreamt of becoming
a doctor. She was hear t broken when she
lost out on a medical seat by .20 marks.
However, instead of drowning in self-pity

Ramu completed his schooling from a small town called

and with the encouragement of her family

Tadepalligudem in the west Godavari district of Andhra

and friends she managed to get admission

Pradesh. His medium of instruction until class XII was

into

Telugu. His strong analytical skills helped him obtain

Coimbatore. She soon realised that this

admission in a local Engineering college. He did not find

oppor tunity was a blessing in disguise as it

a job on campus. However, he was lucky to find a job with

enabled her to unear th her hidden potential.

a

reputed

engineering

college

in

an IT consulting company through its off-campus
recruitment drive. After a two year stint with the

She excelled in college, par ticipating in

Organisation, he appeared for the ‘Common Admission

many activities and was chosen the ‘Best

Test’ to the Indian Institutes of Management and

Outgoing Student’. She was also chosen as

succeeded in obtaining admission with one of the IIMs.

the Campus Ambassador for a multinational

Today he is employed with an oil major. According to

giant, to promote and propagate the

him, the clarity about his goals, his ability to communicate

technologies and software of the Organisation

and his perseverance helped him transcend the so called

to the college staff and students. She also

limitations and get ahead in life.

managed
internship
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to

conver t

project

her

with

final
the

year
largest

Aparajita hails from Mandanpalle, a small town in

technology company in the world into a

Chitoor District. After her schooling in Madanapalle

job and is currently working with them in

where the medium of instruction until class XII was

Bangalore. Her next big dream is to do her

Telugu, she managed to obtain admission into BITS,

masters in the US. The principle she follows

under the
bonnet

and advises other aspirants to follow is,,

CA but decided it was not his cup of tea and gave up the

“Think beyond what is taught in books. This

course. After working with the investment firm for a year,

will really help one to understand concepts

Rajeev has now quit and is taking time off to prepare for

well and to practically implement them.”

entrance tests to top MBA institutes in India.

These gripping stories give us a glimpse into

Shwetha was born into a family which has been in

the successful journeys of thousands of young

business for several decades.

professionals,

to

Shwetha’s family tradition to study overseas and in that

-

sense, for Shwetha the path was already well laid out.

who

have

managed

transcend

the

socio-economic

obtaining

an

educational

chasm

It has been par t of

qualification,

Shwetha studied in the best school in the city and

developing the skills and the attitude required

contemplated a career in design. She even joined a design

to pursue their career dreams and most

course but realised within a year that she did not have the

impor tantly liberating and empowering

aptitude for it. She, of course, did not see it as a year

their families in an unimaginable and life

wasted but as a valuable year spent to get fresh

altering manner.

perspectives and build a useful network of friends. She
went on to complete her under graduation in a city

They are however, the outliers. They are

college and interned in two firms to test out her aptitude

not the norm. What is considered a life

in a few fields. Finally, convinced that she was cut out for

altering success stor y for these youth from

HR, she went on to pursue a one year course in the UK as

the villages is of course, normal for many of

a precursor to a two year Masters in the US later.

us in the cities.
This huge gap in terms of how careers are shaped and
Consider the story of Sanjay. He completed

what is considered achievement will become evident

his schooling from a good school in Chennai

when you consider the fact that the annual household

and went on to complete his law degree from

income of about Rs.12,000 - Rs.15,000 for those in the

NALSAR University of Law, Hyderabad after

villages, is perhaps equal to the cost of a fine dining

topping the entrance test. His internships

experience or a couple of visits to a luxur y spa for the

include working with top law firms in

more privileged in the city. The daily wage of many in

Bangalore, Delhi and Chennai. On completing

villages does not even equal the cost of a movie ticket

his law degree, he was offered a lucrative

at a multiplex in the city. Their stories, therefore, need

placement with a law firm in London.

to be told, need to be heard and their journey of

However, due to the current recession, the

economic and social liberation must be facilitated.

firm has postponed his joining but in the
interim, the firm has offered to fund a one
into the Organisation in the following year.

Why “Where you come
from” matters

Rajeev graduated with a Bachelors in

The villages from which these youth migrate are

Commerce from one of the best colleges in

thought of as peaceful havens where life is simple, the

Chennai. His father is a very well paid

air is pure and the land is green. While some of these

professional. Rajeev got the highest placement

images are true, it is not complete. It is useful to

salary of Rs. 25,000 p.m. for the year 2006-07

remind ourselves about the economic and social

with an investment firm in Hyderabad. During

background of rural India to really understand the

his graduation, he also completed Level 1 of

socio-economic chasm.

year law course in New York and absorb him

under the
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700 million of the 1.2 billion of India’s population lives

Compare this with the life of an upwardly

in about 600,000 villages with a per capita income of

mobile youth in urban India and the chasm

less than $1(Rs.50) per day. A number of factors as we

is palpable. Generation Web 2.0 sur vey, a

know are responsible for pover ty in rural India. The

youth sur vey conducted across 14,000

low returns from agriculture which provides livelihood

high-school children between the ages of

to 60 percent of the rural population is one of the

12-18 in 12 cities across India during

main reasons. While improved farming techniques,

2008-09 reveals some interesting facts:

genetically improved seeds and other improvements
have made the nation sufficient in grain production, it
has not insulated the countr y from the impact of

• 62 per cent have a personal computer
at home

drought and declining water resources.
• 1 in 4 students own laptops in metros; 2
Add to this the problem of literacy. With a literacy

of 3 own music players

rate of 65%, we have 296 million illiterates, aged seven
years and above, as per the 2001 census. The literacy
rate in rural India was estimated at 59%. But do these

• 63 per cent of urban students spend
over an hour online daily

figures mean anything? Most of those who are
"literate" have hardly benefited from the schools they

• 93 per cent are aware of social

might have attended where poorly trained teachers

networking. Orkut and Facebook are

irregularly hold overcrowded classes that often

most popular online destinations.

combine several grades or standards for want of
enough teachers. Similarly, primar y health care is
delivered to the rural population through a network of

• 46 per cent use online sources to access
news and TV.

primar y health centres and sub-centres that are
ineffective. Life for the rural poor is characterised by
malnutrition, long-term health problems, Inadequate

• USA, UK top the list of international
destinations for higher studies.

shelter, unhygienic conditions and high infant mor tality.
At a relatively young age, India's urban
Rural infrastructure too is found wanting with interior

students are thinking about travel, learning

villages having no access to electricity, regular water

new

supply and muddy roads that get washed away with a

experience and earning great salaries

heavy shower of rain.

when they consider future careers. Many

skills,

gaining

valuable

work

have global ambitions. While some have a
Add to this the problems of social injustice and caste

definite career plan and have char tered

based discrimination.

out how to get from one point to another,
others pursue courses that simply give
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The lives of rural India viewed against this backdrop,

them a global exposure or some others

seems hopeless. It is therefore no surprise that the

take up a job and use this learning process

young son or daughter of a marginal farmer or wage

to discover what is in store for them.

earner sees no ray of hope in his hometown and the

Money is not a constraint for many and

only option that seems viable to elevate themselves

hence they enjoy the good things in life

and their families from this quagmire of misfor tune, is

along the way. Guidance on the best and

to migrate to cities, carr ying dreams of a better and

most promising career options, training on

brighter future.

mastering

under the
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entrance

tests

and

social

networking to gather information from
other like-minded youths are facilities that

value is more than that: being able to decide where to
live is a key element of human freedom says the report.

are easily available to them.
So you see, there is a clear difference in
lifestyle, oppor tunities and needs of these

Migration - the journey of
aspiration, hope of opportunity
and uncertainty

two groups of youth - rural and urban. The
common thread between both groups is
their inherent talent and the desire to
make it big in life and car ve a niche for
themselves. How they go about doing this,
the oppor tunities that they have access to,
the facilities that they have, the quality of
their education, their upbringing, their
finances, their family needs and so on is
what sets them hugely apar t.
Clearly, where you come from seems to matter!

What the 2009
Human Development
Repor t on

Migration
has to say

The 2009 repor t on migration star ts
by conceding that our wor ld is a ver y
unequal place .
The huge differences in human
development across and within countries
have been a recurring theme of the
Human Development Repor t (HDR)
since it was fir st published in 1990. For
the fir st time , this year’s repor t
explores the topic of migration.
The repor t rightly points out that for
many people in developing countries,
moving away from their home town or
village can be the best - sometimes the
only option open to improve their life
chances. Human mobility can be hugely
effective in raising a person’s income,
health and education prospects. But its

The repor t quite sensitively and empathetically
describes how, when people move they embar k on
a journey of hope and uncer tainty whether within
or across border s. Most people move in search of
better oppor tunities, hoping to combine their own
talents with resources in the destination countr y
so as to benefit themselves and their immediate
family, who often accompany or follow them. If
they succeed, their initiative and effor ts can also
benefit those left behind and the society in which
they make their new home. But not all do succeed
it argues. It points out that migrants who leave
friends and family may face loneliness, may feel
unwelcome among people who fear or resent
newcomer s, may face the physical danger s of
wor king in dangerous occupations and in some
cases, such as those of illegal border crossings, face
a risk of death.
Never theless, millions of people are willing to incur
these costs or risks in order to improve their living
standards and those of their families. The repor t points
out that oppor tunity and aspiration are frequently
recurring themes among people who migrate - themes
so strong that they are willing to make huge sacrifices
and face grave uncer tainties.

Freedom and Movement - How
mobility can foster human
development
The HDR repor t devoted a full chapter to
urbanization and human development, reviewing the
failed experiences of policies designed to reduce
internal migration and concluding: “As long as
differences exist between rural and urban areas,
people will move to tr y to take advantage of better
schools and social ser vices, higher income
oppor tunities, cultural amenities, new modes of living,
technological innovations and links to the world.”

under the
bonnet
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People in motion:
Who moves, Where,
When and Why?
The repor t breaks the popular myth that most
movement in the wor ld takes place between
developing and developed countries. It argues
that the overwhelming majority of people who
move do so inside their own countr y. Using a
conser vative definition, it estimates that
approximately 740 million people are internal
migrants-almost four times as many as those
who have moved internationally. Among people
who have moved across national border s, just
over a third moved from a developing to a
developed countr y-fewer than 70 million people ,
says the repor t.
Movement both within and between nations is
predominantly driven by the search for better
oppor tunities, and in many cases, par ticular ly
those involving skilled labour, oppor tunities will
be greater in places where there are other
people with complementar y skills. This is one of
the reasons why people gravitate to urban
centres and why high-skilled professionals often
move to cities and places where their profession
is already well established.
The repor t reveals that poorer people may decide
to take the risk of migrating as they hear news of
others’ success and become more confident that
they will receive the suppor t they need in order to
succeed themselves. It quotes research into the
educational profiles of internal migrants from across
34 developing countries to show that migrants
were more likely than non-migrants to complete
secondar y school, reflecting both selectivity and
better outcomes among migrant children
It also points to the interesting fact that
emigration (international migration) may foster
subsequent internal migration in the home
countr y. In Albania, migration flows to Greece in the
early 1990s generated remittances, which helped to
finance internal migration to urban centres; in India,
international movers from the state of Kerala have
freed up positions in their areas of origin and their

8
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remittances spurred a construction boom
that has attracted low-skilled migrants
from surrounding areas it argues.

How Movers Fare
People are motivated to move by the
prospects of improved access to work,
education, civil and political rights, security
and health care. The majority of movers
end up better off-sometimes much better
off-than before they moved. The gains are
potentially highest for people who move
from poor to the wealthiest countries, but
this type of movement is only a small
share of total flows.
Available evidence suggests that people
who move to emerging and developing
countries, as well as within countries,
also tend to gain.
For both internal and international
mobility, different aspects of the
process-including the proximate causes of
moving and the resources and capabilities
that people star t out with-profoundly
affect outcomes. Those who are forced to
flee and leave behind their homes and
belongings, often get into the process with
limited freedom and very few resources.
Likewise, those who are moving in the face
of local economic crisis, drought or other
causes of desperate pover ty, may not
know what capabilities they will have; they
only know that they cannot remain. Even
migrants who end up well off after a move,
often star t out with very restricted
capabilities and high uncer tainty.
Internal migrants also tend to access
better income-earning oppor tunities
and are able to diversify their sources of
livelihood. Commissioned research
found that internal migrants in Bolivia
experienced significant real income
gains, with more than fourfold increases
occurring to workers with low
education levels moving from the

countr yside to the cities. They also
found that in 13 out of 16 countries,
internal migrants had higher incomes
than non-migrants. In Brazil and
Panama, a series of studies on
education found income gains for
indigenous groups who move. Studies
across a range of countries suggest
that internal migration has enabled
many households to lift themselves
out of pover ty.

capital to propel its growth. Of the BRIC (Brazil, Russia,
India and China) countries, India is projected to stay the
youngest with its working-age population estimated to
rise to 70% of the total demographic by 2030 - the
largest in the world. India will also see 70 million new
entrants in its workforce over the next 5 years.
The number of Indians who know English is more than
the population of the US. India’s diverse cultural heritage
puts its citizens at ease with people from other cultures
and vice versa. With over 380 universities, 11,200 colleges

Given these realities, the repor t
r e c o m m e n d s t h a t t wo p r i n c i p l e s
be adopted:
Government policies should seek to
facilitate, not hinder, the process of
internal migration. The policies and
programmes in place should not
adversely affect those who move.
By the same token, they should not
require people to move, in order to
access basic ser vices and livelihood
oppor tunities.

and 1,500 research institutions, India has the second
largest pool of scientists and engineers in the world.
Remember, over 2.5 million graduates are added to the
workforce ever y year, including 300,000 engineers and
150,000 IT professionals.
With statistics like this, why are our business leaders, thought
leaders and others worried about a manpower crunch?
While

we

have

created

centres

of

educational

excellence such as the Indian Institutes of Management,
Indian Institutes of Technology, other universities of
repute, institutions for research and development in

The mirage of demographic
advantage

agriculture, scientific laboratories, atomic energy, space
and other institutions, it is woefully inadequate for the
numbers we are talking about.

The India of today is cer tainly a land of

More impor tantly, all of this has not addressed the

oppor tunity. India has been rated as the

longstanding neglect of primar y education especially

four th

investment

among the poor. Also, the quality of education reaching

destination in the wor ld, according to a

the poorest of poor, who statistically constitute the so

global sur vey conducted by Ernst and

called demographic advantage, is pathetic.

most

attractive

Young in June 2008, before the US and
Russia. India is seen as the destination for

So, while the demographic advantage is statistically true,

skill-intensive and high value-added ser vice

it does not always translate into talent on the ground

industries, par ticular ly Financial Ser vices

because of the rural disadvantage. To realise these

and Information Technology, as well as a

oppor tunities these youth need to do three big things:

preferred location for companies looking
to offshore their IT and back-office

migrate for this purpose.

functions.
India

is

• Acquire education at any cost and perhaps even

relying

on

its

demographic

advantage - a versatile and skilled human

• Migrate to a city to seek employment, armed with
this education.

under the
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• Most impor tantly, learn a whole host of new skills and

our own primary research covering young

abilities in order to finally succeed in their effor ts.

working professionals from rural areas who had
migrated to Chennai. While most of them were

Our research tells us that education, migration and

from interior Tamil Nadu, we also spoke to

finding the first job was not adequate. Transcending the

youth from rural areas in other states such as

chasm was the key. Many had learnt how to do it. If we

Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Bihar.

could discover what they did and share it with others, we

These young professionals were drawn from

would have made a huge difference, we thought.

seven different Organisations in the Information
Technology (IT) and Information Technology

If this did not happen, our demographic advantage

Enabled

would be a mirage.

organisations that supported us in this research

The nature of our
research efforts

Services

(ITES)

sectors. The

effort included Tata Consultancy Services, HCL
Technologies, Wipro Technologies,

Integra

Software Services Pvt. Ltd., Pondicherry, Indus
Teqsite Private Ltd. (Datapatterns), Aspire

We par tnered with Thiagarajar School of Management,

Systems and Firstsource.

Madurai and created a Research team of 8 students. We
worked with this team for over a two month period to

In terms of qualifications, most of our

conceptualise, design and execute the research effor t.

respondents were engineers from different
streams and working in IT firms. Bachelors in

We decided to choose Tamil Nadu as the base for our

Computer Application, Masters in Computer

research. The sample included the following groups from

Application and Diploma in Computer

small cities, towns and villages of Tamil Nadu:

Technology

were

some

of

the

other

qualifications. There were youth who had
• Young students in the final year of graduation or
post graduation from all disciplines.

completed a degree in various disciplines
and working in non-technical jobs as well.
The average age of this sample population

• Young professionals who had made the transition to
metros to pursue a career in the past three years.
• Parents of these students and young professionals

was approximately 24 years with an average
of 1.5 years of work experience.
In all, we spoke to about 500 students, 235
young professionals, 35 parents of these

• Principals, Deans, teachers, professors and other
faculty members involved in impar ting education

young aspirants and approximately 50
faculty members of educational institutions.

in rural areas.
We also spoke to an NGO based in Karnataka
Our research team used a combination of Group Discussions,

that suppor ts and empowers rural youth with

Personal Interviews, Telephonic conversations and e-mails

basic or no education to earn a living by

to communicate with the target group. Our respondents

training them for the rural BPO industry. Their

represented practically all cities, towns, districts and villages

insights validated our findings and helped us in

of Tamil Nadu.

shaping our views on the subject.

To validate and complement the research through

References: [Census of India (Year 2001), TCS Generation Web
2.0 Survey (Year 2008-09), Investment Commission of India
(On Human Capital)]

Thiagarajar School of Management, we also under took
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The

Discoveries

businesses and employment opportunities has
helped a large number of the previously
“unmotivated” people to desire and do
something to actually work towards a better life.
It was heartening to realise that a critical mass
among the new generation of rural youth - the
students pursuing their education, the young
professionals who are currently working and
their parents believe that an education and the
job they hope the education will fetch them are
the only things that can change the course of
their lives and enable them to live a life of
respect and dignity. To that extent, it is fair to
conclude that a fair level of achievement
motivation has been triggered by the changes
in the socio-economic environment in India
over the years.

N-Ach (Achievement motivation) fuels
education and migration

They are also aware that this education will go
unutilised or underutilised unless they move to
the metros or large cities as this is where

For a long time, Indians were misconstrued as being

businesses and opportunities are concentrated.

fatalistic in their approach to life and therefore
unmotivated. In fact, Max Weber felt that India's

Several compelling reasons were cited for

spiritualism, philosophy of renunciation and asceticism

their decision to migrate:

were obstacles to its material progress. Even David
McClelland

who

coined

the

term Achievement

1. The first employment oppor tunity or break.

motivation and a measurement for it symbolised as
N-Ach was of the opinion that `achievement motivation',
(the desire to achieve purely for the sake of
achievement) was lacking among Indians, a conclusion he
based on his experience with handloom weavers in
Orissa and ar tisans in Kakinada in South India in 1969.
However, subsequent researchers have questioned this
belief. They have held that while socio-cultural factors
definitely influenced the motivation levels, appropriate
structural

inter ventions

could

make

all

2. The ability to go beyond the first job and
switch jobs and therefore, enhance their
career prospects.
3. The ability to leverage opportunities to
learn through part time certification courses
that enhance their knowledge and their
career prospects. Some also perceived their
migration to metros and larges cities as the
first step to migrate abroad.

these

socio-cultural attributes play a favourable role in

4. The possibility of much higher remuneration.

enhancing the level of enterprise in the Indian society.
It would be fair to conclude that the opening up of the
economy and the emergence of a whole host of new

12
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5. The quality of infrastructure and facilities
that were available and the good life
that it assured.

6. The exposure to experience the latest
and best in both their professional and
personal lives.
7. The possibility of making their parents
proud and changing their life styles in

Recruiters perspective
about Rural

Talent

an unimaginable manner.
For those from the villages, their migration
was a two step process. Given the lack of
higher education facilities, most youth
from villages had to leave their homes
after class XII to pur sue their graduation.
This was normally in a nearby town or city.
He/she then had to migrate fur ther to a
metro or large city through campus
placement or in search of a job.
Interestingly, many recr uiter s felt that
those who made the two step migration
ended up being much better socialised to
the job requirements and felt a lot less
homesick as they had learnt to be on their
own for 3-4 year s before taking up their
fir st job.
For the youth from r ur al India, their
families are a great source of motivation
too. The desire to give their parents a
good life for all the toil and hardships
they faced in br inging them up and
educating them was the key source of
motivation to excel in life . For this one
reason,

they

are

willing

to

stretch

themselves and face ever y challenge to
succeed in their profession.
They are slowly beginning to recognise
that they do have strengths that are in
demand - being technically sound, being
committed and responsible for the job at
hand, the loyalty they demonstr ate and
the deter mination to succeed.

Visiting colleges, universities and institutes in
semi-urban and rural par ts of the country has now
become an impor tant element of the staffing
strategy for many large organisations and all the ones
we spoke to confirmed this. The increasing number
of fresh recruits that Organisations required year
after year to meet their business needs has
necessitated tapping the rural talent pool. We
spoke to the recruitment teams who are responsible
for bringing these youngsters on board and their
project managers who are thereafter responsible for
their performance and deal with them on a one to
one basis every day to get their perspectives.
Both the recruiters and the project mangers found
these youngsters to be technically as sound as
their urban counterpar ts. While the nature of
technical training impar ted by these Organisations
is identical for both groups, the differences seem
to emerge in the manner in which it is applied on
the job. While both groups seem to grasp the
fundamentals and seem to have similar abilities in
analysis, the ones with better exposure seem to be
able to synthesise better by using multiple sources
of information, see the connections and the big
picture, it was pointed out.
Many also pointed out that the big difference
was in the industr y exposure that these youth
have had when compared to a person educated
in a metro or a large city. The latter would have
had industr y exposure, done an internship or
two in an organisation, various shor t term
projects and had many prominent executives
visit them for guest lectures in their college.
While internships and projects may form a par t
of the educational curriculum for a youngster
studying in rural par ts of the countr y, the
impor tance that is given to it or the ability to do
it in an organisation of repute is questionable.

under the
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Another well understood difference that was
pointed out was their inability to communicate
effectively, speak English fluently and confidently,
carr ying themselves well, being confident in
handling situations and working smar tly.
However, there are many areas where people
from a rural background score over city people.
Managers feel they are easier to mould and display
much greater commitment to seeing a task
through to completion. As they are humble and
don’t have the ‘I know it all attitude’, they pay
attention to detail, seek clarifications and tr y to
execute a task in the right manner. As respecting
elders is a ver y integral par t of their culture, the
reverence, loyalty and gratitude they show to their
seniors and managers is a quality unique to them.
Many organisations feel that since their aspirations
and awareness of oppor tunities is relatively lower
when compared with the urban youth, their
retention is also higher.
Clearly, tapping the rural talent pool seems to
hold a lot of promise!

N-Ach is not enough

1. They had several financial constraints
which often prevented them from
pursuing their dreams
2. They were often victims of an inadequate
educational System
3. They felt the absence of a mentor and a
professional role model. This resulted in
ignorance, lack of direction and the
several misconceptions that they carried.
4. They had trouble coping with the pressures
of living and working in the city leading
to stress.
5. They lacked some of the social skills and
the niceties resulting in low self-esteem
and the inability to make an impact.
6. They experienced serious cultural
differences.
As we began to listen to these stories we
realised

that

understanding

these

Our research effor ts convinced us that “N-Ach” was

constraints and doing something about it

high among a sizable number of youth in the villages,

seemed to hold the key to their success

thanks to their visibility into job oppor tunities and

and the success of future generations of

their realisation that education plus migr ation can

youth from villages.

given them a good chance of making it.
We however realised that they are not dreamer s.

1. The Financial Constraints

They are extremely realistic . They have a ver y good
sense of the kind of bottlenecks that they were

Most people living in the rural and interior

likely to face on their long and arduous jour ney to

par ts of the countr y are poor and live a

prosper ity.

hand to mouth existence. The majority of
them cannot afford to educate their

Both the ones studying now and the ones that had

children and even when education is

made the leap were acutely aware of all that they

available free of cost, they may not have

had to contend with.

the luxur y of waiting till this education
yields results. And as poor children who are
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They were able to lucidly explain to us 6 cr itical

enrolled grow older, the oppor tunity cost

humps they had to cross through sever al examples

(their lost labour and the forgone income

and real life stor ies:

it
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may

entail)

becomes

greater, thus

increasing the likelihood of abandoning

which saw many companies freeze recruitment and in

school. After the age of four teen, most

some cases, not honour the campus and other offers

children are stopped from going to schools

that were made.

and are made to earn through doing
manual labour, helping their fathers with

Take for instance Subha, an engineering graduate from

farming/the family trade and the like. The

Tirunelveli. Her father is a PSU employee and her mother

few who realise that education is the only

a school teacher. Subha’s ambition was to work in a

solution to a better future for their

reputed IT company where one of her brothers is

children, go through extreme hardships to

currently employed. She secured high marks in her course

send them to school or college. Quality

and was ecstatic when she secured a campus placement in

higher education comes at a cost which

her dream company. But her joy was shor t-lived. She

most can’t afford and hence they either give

received a mail from the organisation deferring the offer.

up the idea of fur ther education or take

This pushed her to work as a lecturer in an engineering

loans to finance it. Thus, they become a par t

college in Tuticorin. Through hard work and a genuine

of the vicious circle of debt and face the

desire to see her students do well, she was promoted

additional burden of repaying educational

from handling first semester students to students of the

loans along with their other financial woes.

final semester. Today, Subha is a content person and happy
with being responsible for grooming the youth of tomorrow.

Most of the youth who cross all these hurdles
spend the first few years of their employed

2. The Inadequate Educational System

life repaying the loans they have taken to
finance their education as well as shouldering

The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human

their family’s other financial obligations.

Rights states that “ever yone has the right to an
education.” Unfor tunately, education that can make a

Take the instance of Sridhar from Nellore,

difference and change lives is still a distant dream for

who has migrated to Hyderabad for an IT

many in India. A third of India's billion-strong population

career. Sridhar's life came to a standstill

is illiterate and 70 million children are denied schooling

when his bus conductor father died in an

of any kind. In the rural belts, the dropout rate is as high

accident. Within months of that, his sister

as 50 percent, with millions of first grade entrants never

committed suicide. His mother took to

completing even primar y school.

working as a domestic help, suppor ted by
her husband's meagre pension, while he

The biggest challenge is to push parents into the

hoped for scholarships to keep his education

habit of sending their children to schools and to

going. Sridhar says he saw his mother smile

provide incentives for them to continue learning.

after years when he received through mail

Parents send their children for manual labour in

his offer letter. He now needs to clear debts

order to feed large families back home, defying

wor th Rs. 2 lakhs ver y quickly.

labour

laws,

often

in

extremely

inhospitable

conditions and for long hour s in small factories
Sridhar is one of the lucky few who have

making beedis, tending to brick kilns, wor king in

been employed and has the hope of being

‘dhabas' or the like. Other s wor k as rag picker s,

able to meet his financial obligations. There

domestic help or just beg in richer urban places.

are many out there whose fate is governed
by variables which are out of their control

Those that have been able to pur sue an education

such as the current economic downturn

face a different challenge . Educational institutions

under the
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situated in r ur al areas tend to be sub-standard in
the education they impar t and the facilities they

3. Ignorance and
Lack of Direction

provide . Inevitably, even students completing six
year s of pr imar y schooling in village gover nment

Many of the students and young professionals

schools lack r udimentar y reading and wr iting skills.

that we interviewed saw their family members

Coming to higher education in r ur al areas of the

as their role models and hoped to imbibe

countr y that nur ture employees of tomor row, the

their traits and apply them in their chosen

situation is no better. In almost half the distr icts in

field of work. While this level of respect is

the countr y, higher education enrollments are

good and their value orientation useful, their

abysmally low. This is reflected in the fact that

inputs in shaping careers was cer tainly limited,

almost two-third of our univer sities and 90 per cent

given that the parents themselves having little

of our colleges are r ated as below aver age on

or no education, are easily influenced by what

quality par ameter s.

others say or what other youth (of friends or
family) are doing. They often did not have the

The Indian educational system in gener al is cr iticised

benefit of a well informed guide to advise

for encour aging cr amming. This evil is even greater

them on education, career, goals, ambition,

in r ur al areas where students are encour aged to

managing transition to a workplace, dealing

gain bookish knowledge with often no clue on how

and coping with the ups and downs of life as

to apply the lear nings to real life situations. The

well as on personal matters. The “been there

measure of success is high mar ks and students are

and done it” perspective was missing.

encour aged to focus on this alone Do they
under stand what they lear n? Will this knowledge

When asked about role models, these youth

help them in their future jobs? Can this knowledge

usually come up with names such as A.P.J.

be applied to real life situations to solve problems

Abdul Kalam, Narayanan Mur thy and Azim

or inter pret infor mation? The answer to these

Premji. While these men and others are

questions is probably ‘NO’.

extraordinar y personalities who have played

But the system

continues to be followed.

an impor tant role in shaping the India that we
see today, aspiring to be like them may be a

Professor s in these colleges are ill equipped to

little too farfetched. They did not have role

ser ve as faculty. They are pr imar ily ex-students of

models that they could relate to, have a

the same institution who have come back as

conversation with and “go to” for help.

lecturer s and are not fully equipped for the teaching
profession. They are oblivious of cur rent realities,

While the social capital of the city kids

latest

and

helped them plug into several useful

associations with or ganisations and for ums that will

advancements,

for ging

relationships

networ ks for information and insight, this

add value to students. This inability to guide the

is not the case with the kids from the

students along the r ight path and help them make

villages. There is also the misconception or

the r ight decisions at the r ight time has life long

simplistic assumption that moving to a

implications.

metro and wor king there will solve their
family’s problems of pover ty, indebtedness
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These pitfalls in the education system in r ur al and

and will turn around their for tunes. Many

remote

best

realise quite painfully that they need a

oppor tunities and places them at a disadvantage

clear plan and the ability to think a few

when compared to their urban counter par ts.

year s out.
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India

denies

these

youth

the

Only those who have figured out what

conscious effor t to build and maintain contacts. This

their career objective or goal is, have a plan

world of vir tual communication and real connections is

to achieve it, look beyond their first job

alien to a youngster from a small town or village and

and are aware of the skills they have to

hence, leveraging its benefits is only a distant possibility.

acquire along the way, are the ones who
succeed.

Unfor tunately,

most

young

migrants do not have a career plan and

4. Stress, Work Pressure and
Coping with City Life

meander along the way. Years later, they
realise that they have not progressed much

Our research clearly pointed out that city life definitely

from

takes a toll on the youth from rural India who are used

where

they

star ted, leading

to

frustration and anxiety about the future.

to a slow paced, calm and relatively quiet existence.

Some even opt to return to their native
land and find themselves back at square

Ask the young boys or girls who have opted to work in

one. The main reason for this situation is

a metro or a large city, what their bugbears are and

that young students have no guidance in

they will tell you that they miss their family, the food

the choices they make.

that their mother cooks, a life that allows them to relax
and the peace of the countr yside. These youth come

On the other hand, their urban counterpar ts

to the city carr ying dreams of earning a good salar y,

are way ahead. In addition to their curriculum

suppor ting themselves and their family, paying an

at schools or college, parents enroll them in

education loan, meeting other financial obligations and

classes to learn other skills which range from

eventually leading a good and respectable life. While all

abacus classes to improve arithmetic skills at

this may happen in due course of time, the initial path

the elementary school level to computer

is fraught with difficulty and struggle. Those who

programming, animation and so on at higher

sur vive these hardships are the ones that succeed. Not

levels. Extra - curricular activities - learning an

all do and it is not difficult to understand why.

instrument, dance, learning a spor t or a mar tial
ar t are all given impor tance as it leads to

Their sources of stress are many - high cost of living,

better all round development. No such

unsuitable accommodation, pollution, crowds, noise, the

resources are available to rural students. They

traffic, congestion, stiff targets, stringent deadlines,

miss out on this grooming and preparing for

working late, dealing with a new working environment

the future that city children are blessed with.

and a lot more. Many also have to deal with the additional
pressure of an unsympathetic boss and competitive peers.

Whether all city bred children have a career
plan, are focused, know what they want out

Migration to urban areas is an impor tant contributor

of life is a question that cannot be answered.

to high blood pressure and hyper tension, as has been

But do they have the resources to make

found among people in the Indian capital in a new

these decisions? The answer is a big yes. The

study conducted by AIIMS. The research studied 500

access to multiple television networks and

people in two batches - settled migrants and recent

channels, computers at home, internet on

migrants. The people selected in both groups did not

their mobile phones, etc. all ensure that they

have any previous histor y of blood pressure or

are ‘wired in’ to the latest in education,

hyper tension before migration.

technology and the world around them. They
are also aware of the impor tance of

The study found that among the recent migrants, 17

networking to facilitate success and make a

percent of men and 15 percent of women suffered from
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high blood pressure while the number is higher at 25

which they move with people , the

percent and 17 percent respectively among settled

fluency with which they speak in English

migrants. The causes are primarily a fast lifestyle, work

and so on.

under pressure and a change in eating habits. The study
also stated that hyper tension is prevalent in urban areas,

Of all these, the deficiency in communication

and economically disadvantaged people are at risk.

skills and the lack of proficiency in English is
the single biggest issue. Studying in their

The study talks of pre-hyper tension, which is the stage

mother tongue till the level of their secondary

just

greater

education, learning from teachers who also

propor tion of individuals fell in the pre-hyper tension

prefer to speak in the local language, the lack

categor y in both the groups.

of oppor tunities to speak in English at home

before

becoming

hyper tensive. A

or at their educational institutions puts them
Young migrants also have to deal with feelings of

at a huge disadvantage.

loneliness, isolation and seclusion as they are away
from their families who till now had been the

Babu and Senthil hail from rural Tamil

backbone of their existence. People in cities are tied

Nadu and have completed their engineering

up with the rigmarole of daily life and providing for

degree from Anna University approved colleges.

their own needs and those of their families that they

They moved to Chennai in search of a job,

do not have the time to socialise or care for the needs

rented a room with 3 others and attended

of outsiders. This is quite contrar y to the community

inter view after inter view…..but in vain. Their

centric existence in villages.

inability to communicate effectively was their
main drawback. However, not giving up, they

These lifestyle changes are the daily challenges that

decided to overcome this barrier on their

they will face and will have to cope with as it is a par t

own. Suppor ting themselves with whatever

and parcel of urban life.

job came their way, they made a conscious
effor t to improve their written and spoken

5. Lack of Social skills and Niceties
Resulting in Low Self-esteem

english. One step in this endeavour was to
read ‘The

Hindu’

newspaper

ever yday,

underline words they did not know the
The youth from r ur al India who migr ates to a city

meaning of, look it up in the dictionar y and

to pur se his dreams and has found a job has to

over a period of time improve their

now face the daunting task of proving himself and

vocabular y. Today both are employed with

his abilities. He has the bur ning desire to succeed,

two of the most coveted organisations in the

the passion to lear n and is willing to take

IT space.

responsibility. Being technically as good as or
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better than his urban counter par ts, on the job

According

to

perfor mance

Association

of

is

usually

not

an

issue .

His

NASSCOM
Software

and

(National
Ser vices

shor tcoming has to do more with an inherent fear

Company) president Karnik, only 25 percent

within himself of not being as savvy and smar t as

of technical gr aduates are suitable for

his

obvious

employment in the outsourcing industr y

differences have to do with the way in which his

because of their lack of abilities to speak

city

peer s

the

city. The

dress, the

br anded

most

and

or wr ite well in English. Most students are

accessor ies they can afford, the places they

not ‘industr y ready’ because they lack

hangout, the facilities they enjoy, the ease with

communication skills. (Infosys, 2008).
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fr iends

from

clothes

Many suffer from an inferiority complex

are more than willing to lend a helping hand in times

and feel out of place in their new found

of

environment. This fear of not being able to

achievements of others in times of happiness. What

match up to the others, leads them to

comes across is the wholeness of the community as

withdraw

restrict

one large entity, rather than a number of par ts or a

into

a

to

job

themselves

shell

and

or

celebrate

the

successes

and

activities.

number of families. The feeling of oneness and

However, success in the business world and

belonging is impor tant to them. There is also an

moving up the ladder comes with its own

inherent curiosity in them to know what is happening

set of requirements. Beyond technical

in their village/town and in the lives of others. This is

competence,

open

the social background from which our rural migrants

image,

hail - they are used to openness, sharing, caring,

minded,

it

oriented

difficulty

requires

projecting

the

being
right

contributing at meetings and discussions,

helpfulness and making time for others.

coming across as smar t and capable,
contributing beyond the job and adapting a

This is in sharp contrast to the city life that they

savvy way of working.

experience. They find it a claustrophobic experience
to be crowded into concrete jungles, surrounded by

6. Cultural Differences

traffic and pollution and the congestion of millions of
strangers. They feel alienated and isolated with no one

The cultural differences in the way people

to turn to for moral suppor t and comfor t after a

live lives in the villages and the ways of

hectic day at work. Many youth we spoke to cite

those in cities which are a lot closer to

unfriendly neighbours and the so called selfish and

globalised lifestyles, is yet another source of

self-centered attitude of urban people as a distinct

maladjustment for the youth from villages.

disadvantage of living in the metropolis. They miss and
crave for the co-operation and generosity of their

In rural India, the family is the most impor tant

family and friends back home.

institution and there exists interdependence
not only among members of a family but also

Clearly, while N-Ach was impor tant, there was need

members of a village. The village satisfies all

for a lot more, in order to overcome these strong

the needs of its people. They generally use

socio-economic barriers.

and share the common village facilities like the
village pond, the temples and shrines, grazing
grounds, schools and sitting places. This

References: (Articles in Rediff.com, The Hindu and Asia Sentinel, Wikepedia on
Education in India)

interdependence of the rural life in India
perhaps provides a matchless unity amongst
the people which suppor ts them in surviving
amidst thousands of odds.
The joint family system which is more
prevalent in the villages ser ves as a strong
institution that suppor ts all decisions and is
pivotal to the individual. All decisions are
discussed and elders in the villages have a
say in the matter. The affairs of a household
are known in the community and people
under the
bonnet
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The

Design

The research had given us a good understanding of the
social and economic background of people in rural
areas. We understood their need to pursue an
education and migrate to urban centers to seek
employment. We also understood the complexities of
this transition (rural to urban).
As we star ted reaching out to more and more people,
we also heard many shining examples of success. There
were many who had made the transition quite
successfully. There was a lot to learn from them. We
were convinced that their success was quite firmly in
their hands, if they could take control of their lives and
make those crucial decisions.
Based on this conviction and armed with the insights
gained from our research, we arrived at a set of
universal guidelines that we believe if followed will

Ten golden rules to transcend
the socio-economic
chasm

help these youth cross the chasm.
Obviously, these golden rules are of equal value and
relevance to all youth, urban and rural. We have
however kept the youth from rural India in mind when

Even as we were half way down our

we put this together.

research effor ts it dawned on us that while
many of our findings were significant, they
were

not

new. There

was

also

The ten golden rules at a glance:

the

temptation to recommend what others

1.

Discover your Passion/Strength

2.

Finding a Mentor

3.

Have a Career Plan

4.

Enhance Communication Skills

5.

Adapting to a Savvy Work Style

6.

Develop a Network

7.

Develop Presence

8.

Develop Yourself Constantly

9.

Transcending Everyday Struggles/
Adapting to City Life

could do to solve the problem.
We decided that this approach was of little
value. We wanted to conver t this seemingly
familiar body of insight into something the
youth from interior and rural par ts of the
countr y could use readily. We wanted to
find a way in which the research effor ts
could empower as many as we could. That
is when the idea of evolving the golden
rules occurred to us.
It is our fond hope that we can use these
insights to reach out to as many youth as
possible using a variety of dissemination
sources available to us.

10. Celebrate Your Values

under the
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1. Discover your Passion/Strength

• Pursue your dream even if unconventional
or different from the rest. It is also

How would we define this?

important to have the courage and
confidence in oneself to bounce back if your

Discovering your life purpose through soul searching and

decision fails and start over again. A more

examining the past, present and future to unear th talents,

prudent approach would be to keep options

strengths and the direction you want your life to take.

open and have an alternative plan if the
chosen path does not work out.

What does this mean?

2. Finding a Mentor
• Discover your interests
How would we define this?
• Discover what you are good at doing

Why is this important?

Mentorship is the relationship between a
guide or tr usted adviser and his protégé
or eager learner, formed with the goal of
sharing knowledge and exper tise. Mentoring
is guidance in the form of suppor t provided
by someone whom you trust and who has
‘been there and done it before’. It is a long
term relationship.

The right choice of a career is impor tant to realise your

What does this mean?

• Do not choose a career based on current trends
• Have the courage to make a detour if you realise
that you are a misfit in the job/vocation of choice

true potential. You can give your best, only when you are
interested and passionate about what you are doing.
How to discover your passion?
• Your passion is your interest. Choose a field of study
that you are interested in. This choice must be yours
and yours alone, as nobody else knows what your

• You have access to valuable advice in
educational and career matters from a
qualified person.
• You have a healthy relationship with this
person symbolised by openness, honesty,
trustwor thiness and friendliness.

passion and inherent strengths are. Take the help of
your mentor in discovering this.
• When pursuing an education look into what your
employment opportunities will be on completion of the
chosen field. Explore the possibility of building up on an

• You have a sounding board to hear you out fears, apprehensions, dilemmas, pressures, etc.
• You have an impartial person to advise you.
He /she must also allow you to think
through issues and make your own decisions.

inherent family trade, if interested (e.g. handicrafts). You
could pursue a course connected with this.

• You have a guide who uses his / her own
networks and contacts to help you.

• Avoid being influenced by current trends (e.g. The IT
boom) and monetary gains alone when choosing your
education or career. Joining the bandwagon, depending on
current trends or monetary gains will at some point in
time run out of steam leading to complete dejection in life.
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• A relationship where you as the mentee,
takes joint responsibility for your
development by following the advice and
guidance provided by the mentor.

Why is this important?

• At the working stage, you would require a mentor
who helps you in char ting a career path and giving

• You will have far better ambitions and

you guidance on how to develop yourself to move

aspirations as well as better goals that

up the career ladder. The mentor must also be a

motivate you in a healthy way.

person whom you can relate to and will be able to
discuss professional and personal matters with as

• You will be able to accomplish tasks, goals
and projects much more quickly.
• You will make fewer mistakes in your
personal and work life.

well as seek advice from or in some instances just
ser ves as a sounding board for you.
What is impor tant to realise is that at different stages
of your professional growth, you require different
mentors and one person cannot fulfill this role

• You will be able to develop your self
more effectively.

throughout. Also, at each stage you can have more
than one mentor to get varied opinions and different
perspectives. Ultimately, the choices have to be made

• You will be able to move up faster to the
next level of your personal and professional

by you and your mentor or mentors can only guide
and assist you in making the right choices.

life through the insights you gain.

3. Have a Career Plan
How to find a mentor?
How would we define this?
• At the early stages of one’s life, say
during the secondar y education phase,

The next step is to plan your career based on what you

the mentor can be someone in the

are good at or enjoy doing. It is a desire to achieve in a

educational line, a family member who

selected field or occupation with a well thought out plan

has studied in a reputed institution or

to get there. It helps us focus, make decisions and directs

anyone with a sound education. At this

us to accomplish what we want. It also helps anticipate

level, the guidance required is to help

problems, barriers and weaknesses that we may

choose your core subjects for higher

encounter and find ways to overcome and avoid them. It

education and explain the implications of

is a continuous process and not an end in itself.

the choice made in terms of the courses
that you can pursue at a college level and

What does this mean?

the careers available after completing
your education in a par ticular field.
• At a later stage, ideally the college level,

• Know what you want from a career
• Make things happen for yourself

the mentor must be a person who has
5-7 years of industr y exposure and

• Look beyond the first job

someone who can help you assess your
strengths and weaknesses and help you
choose your first job by giving you inputs

• Have clarity on what is to be achieved and set
realistic and challenging targets

on the various industries and the options
available to you based on your functional

• Make contingency plans in case of failure

specialisation.
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Why is this important?

• Effectiveness in both written and spoken
communication.

• Time spent on reflection and char ting out a career
path is never wasted as each person has a unique
mix of skills, strengths and limitations, which are

• Understanding of correct grammar and
its usage.

likely to change over time.
• Being able to converse coherently,
• Career planning provides clarity. So when
oppor tunities emerge, you are able to make

fluently and confidently to make a point
or answer a quer y.

informed choices.
• Being able to handle meetings,
• A realistic and achievable plan can be used to

discussions and conference calls.

gauge progress.
• Being able to draft regular repor ts /
How do you make a career plan?

documents/letters/e-mails that are
essential to the job.

A career plan is knowing what you what to achieve in
your professional life and char ting out a road map on

• The ability to read and write sufficiently to

how to get there. You must be open to the fact that

be able to understand work instructions,

this plan may change along the way and hence you

fill forms, vouchers, letters and memos.

would need to be flexible to embrace these changes.
Why is this important?
• The long term goal will comprise of a number of shor t
term time-bound targets that must be achieved with

• Knowledge of English, commonly

the big picture in mind. Checkpoints, milestones and

referred to as the ‘world language’ is

controls must be built in for it to be effective.

essential in today’s globalised world.
Fur ther, most communication at the

• You must work in a systematic manner and keep
options open. The advice of professionals and your

workplace is also in English, making
fluency with the language essential.

mentor is necessar y to devise a realistic career plan.
• The ability to speak fluently also

4. Enhance Communication Skills

increases your confidence and
commands the attention of the listener.

How do we define this?
• Learning and practicing grammatically
The ability to communicate information accurately

correct English is of impor tance for

a n d e f fe c t i ve ly i n a l o g i c a l a n d c o n c i s e m a n n e r

both written and oral communication

t h a t w i l l c o m m a n d a t t e n t i o n a n d a c h i e ve t h e

especially in work related matters.

under standing of other s.
• Effectively speaking over the phone,
What does this mean?

making good presentations and good
correspondence skills helps improve

• Fluency in English, the most commonly used
language in business.
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your image and the reputation of the
organisation you work for.

How to develop communication skills?

• Organising mock inter views and group discussions
with friends will help in preparing yourself to face

• In metros and cities, there are a number

them with confidence. Seek the help of seniors and

of institutes that teach spoken English

young professionals who have been through the

that helps hone your communication in

process to help facilitate sessions for you.

the language and teach correct usage of
words and grammar. Enroll in one of

5. Adapting to a Savvy Work Style

these classes after doing your homework
and arriving at the one that suits your

How do we define this?

requirements the best. There are also
various online courses that are available

Managing and organising one’s work in the most

and these can be utilised if work timings

modern and cost-effective manner and being flexible

do not permit attending classes

in tr ying new and better ways to deal with work
related matters leading to an overall improvement in

• Make reading a habit. Read an English

execution of work.

newspaper ever yday. Mark words that
you do not understand and use a

What does this mean?

dictionar y to find the meaning of these
words and their correct usage. Maintain
a notebook where you enter these

• Flexibility to tr y new, different and better ways
of wor king

words and tr y to use them
appropriately in communicating with
others. Reading a business newspaper
will also acquaint you with business
terminology and its usage.

• Ability to get things done
• Being able to make a point or get your voice or
point of view heard

• Ask your mentor to suggest books that you
can read. Try to cover all categories of

• Ability to be persuasive but not overbearing

books such as biographies, autobiographies,
fiction, management, self-help, etc. over a

• Leveraging the power of information technology and

period of time. Also cover books and

being able to learn, understand and acquire

journals that per tain to your field of work.

knowledge about new technologies.

Practicing writing a synopsis of what you
have read will help in improving written
communication.

• Being adaptable to new ways of working such as
sending SMS, basic handling of a computer and
laptop, familiarity with basic work related computer

• Make a conscious effor t to talk in English at

applications, using a projector, the use of chatting

your workplace or educational institute and

and messaging through Skype, Google talk, Orkut,

with your friends and colleagues. Practicing

etc. to communicate, handling conference calls,

this at home may not be feasible but try to

video conferencing, etc.

do so with your siblings and family
members of the same age who will be

• Picking up on the need to change personal,

working or studying and may be facing the

interpersonal, and managerial behaviour quickly and

same challenge of lack of fluency in English.

work towards this.
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• Being able to create and suppor t flexibility and

• Pr acticing asser tiveness (maintain an

adopt procedures and work methods which ensure

appropr iate balance between passivity

quick turnaround.

and aggression).

• Ability to adapt to different cultural experiences.
Why is this important?
• Knowledge of the newer, easier and smar ter ways of
working enables you to save time, energy and cost.

• Lear ning and using technology that
simplifies one’s tasks/job.
• The knack of ‘Looking like a Winner’
in all situations through efficient and
speedy wor king.

• Gives you the edge over peers who are otherwise
equal, in terms of functional knowledge and

6. Develop a Network

performing one’s day to day duties.
How do we define this?
• Savvy working includes having the presence of mind
to act quickly according to the situation. This helps
in building other’s confidence in your abilities.
• Assimilating ideas, opinions and insights from various
sources and leveraging on diversity that exists in
organisations can help you maximize your effectiveness.

Developing

and

using

contacts

for

pur poses of fur ther ing your knowledge
and keeping abreast of latest and new
developments in your area of interest.
Networ king refer s to building effective
relationships with people who may be

• Challenging conventional thinking and existing
processes and procedures by identifying new and

helpful in creating oppor tunities for you
down the line .

better solutions or ways of doing things, is an effor t
that is valued and appreciated by organizations.
How to adapt a savvy work style?
Adopting a savvy work style is a smar ter way of working.
It can enable you to stay ahead of competition. It requires
a deep desire to know and learn easier and quicker ways
of working and thus acquire working knowledge of latest
technology required in your field of work.
While this has to do with technical know-how, the
other side of savvy wor king has to do with seeing a
job/task to effective completion.

What does this mean?
• Recognising the impor tance of
networ king to facilitate success.
• I n i t i a t i n g c o n t a c t , bu i l d i n g r a p p o r t
a n d m a i n t a i n i n g r e l a t i o n s h i p s fo r
future needs.
• Building and maintaining a networ k of
contacts (fr iends, family, senior s,
business associates, etc .)

This behaviour can be acquired through:
• Building goodwill and tr ust, shar ing
• Obser ving and learning from people in leader ship
positions who are likely to demonstrate effective
and efficient wor king styles.
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infor mation and being helpful to
member s of your networ k.

Why is this important?

• Join general or business social networking sites
such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, MySpace, etc.

• Networking helps in getting to know job

to build an online friends/business network.

oppor tunities that are available in the
market. You may even get to know of

• Make use of chatting facilities that Facebook, Yahoo,

oppor tunities that have not been

Orkut, etc. offer to build that more personal

adver tised and hence this reduces the

relationship with people.

competition significantly and increases your
chances of getting employed. Organisations

• It would be a good idea to read up about the

in some cases prefer candidates that are

misuse of networking sites by some miscreants and

from known sources and hence run

tr y not to fall into these traps.

‘Employee Referral Schemes’. Networking
is a proactive job search method.

• Visits job fairs to build contacts and learn about
the business of various organisations.

• Networking provides you with the
oppor tunity of learning from the success

• Keep in touch with training institutes and recruitment

and failures of others and hence if utilised

agencies in your hometowns or 2/3 tier cities which

right can take you miles ahead, much

are tapped by organizations for sourcing manpower.

earlier in your career.
• Attend social gatherings that will help build or
• Networ king aids the process of

strengthen contacts.

decision making.
• Your mentor, seniors, friends working in
• Networking through the mediums such
as the internet provides you with the

organisation especially in large cities can help you
to establish contacts in industr y circles.

latest information from all around the
world at the click of a button.

7. Develop Presence

How to develop a network?

How do we define this?

• Keep track of career counseling organised by

Learning to carr y yourself in a way that commands

universities and actively participate in these

respect from all.

sessions. This helps you decide on the most
appropriate and suitable education and

What does this mean?

hence make the right career choice.
• Improve your personal appearance - dressing &
• Keep track of job opportunities posted on
job sites such as naukri.com, monster.com,

grooming (neat hair & fingernails, limited jewelr y,
polished shoes, appropriate dressing, etc.).

etc. Post your resume on these sites.
• Developing a positive body language & facial expressions.
• Leverage the use of technology like the
internet to join or form groups, receive

• Understanding and acquiring the niceties about

SMS and mails on educational courses

interaction with others - handshakes, answering

and employment oppor tunities.

telephone calls, greeting others, polite conversation, etc.
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• Acquiring basic manners such as punctuality for

your mentor about appropriate formal

appointments and meetings, polite and cour teous

dressing in organisations and seek his/her

behaviour towards all, appropriate dealing with

advice on the same. Tips will be available

members of the opposite sex, table manners, etc.

on the internet as well.

• Maintaining stringent standards of personal hygiene
and proper use of common amenities.

• Mingle with all at work and pick up
positive behaviour from them.
Obser vation and learning through

• Being aware of oneself and the impact of one's
behaviour on others.

practice is the best way to develop this
competency as each organisation differs
in what it considers appropriate

• Being aware of personal strengths and weaknesses,

behaviour.

taking steps to overcome weaknesses.
• However, the ground rules are the same
• Striving to come through as confident in your
action, attire and attitude.

and your mentor can help you here too.
Basic manners such as greeting
colleagues, saying ‘please’ and ‘Thank You’,

Why is this important?

being polite and cour teous to all, using
common facilities in a way that is

It is human tendency to ‘size one up’ or arrive at

appropriate shows concern for others

conclusions about a person based on how they dress,

and is expected of you.

how well groomed they are, how they carr y themselves,
their poise, their confidence, the way they ar ticulate their
thoughts and ideas and so on.

• Above all, have confidence in yourself and
your abilities. Go with an open mind, be
receptive to learning and pick up and put

People, who are able to project a positive presence,

in practice the niceties of dealing with

cer tainly enjoy an advantage over the rest, whether it has

others and carr ying yourself well.

to do with being taken seriously or the oppor tunities that
come their way. As the title of this competency suggests,

The key is not to get bogged down by

presence is not something you are born with but rather

initial setbacks.

has to be developed by first, learning through observation

knowing the niceties of social etiquette and

what people with good presence do and how they carry

behavior. It is an acquired skill and you

themselves and secondly, knowing in your mind the kind of

must recognise that you can acquire it.

No one is born with

image you want to project of yourself. It is a state of mind.
The old adage, “think tall and you will be tall” really does
work. This coupled with a conscious effor t to acquire

8. Develop Yourself
Constantly

good etiquette will have a positive impact on others.
How do we define this?
How to develop presence?
Constantly seeking and utilising opportunities
• Before joining the organisation or within a few days of

to enhance knowledge in a chosen field of

joining, make a conscious effor t to understand the

study as well as keeping abreast of latest

dress code. Adhere to this dress code. Also, speak to

developments at work, in academics as well
as world affairs.
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What does this mean?

• Displaying a keen interest in keeping your self
updated increases your employability and your

• Do not confine yourself to academic

career prospects.

books or syllabus while acquiring
knowledge but look beyond to

How to constantly develop yourself?

understand concepts better and discover
practical uses of the same.

• Keep your self aware of current events in the
political, economic and business environments by

• Leverage the power of the internet to
keep abreast with the latest

reading paper s and magazines, watching the news
and using the internet.

developments in your chosen field of
study or line of interest.

• Emphasis on pr actical application of theoretical
concepts dur ing your jour ney of lear ning. Your

• Keep yourself up-to-date with the

academic syllabus and teaching staff will not be

recent trends. Do not be stuck in your

able to fully meet this requirement and hence it

comfor t zone.

is in your hands to use other resources to
br idge the gap between knowledge and

• Do not shy away from oppor tunities

application of the same .

because of the fear of making mistakes,
instead learn from mistakes.

• Make the most of internship/projects that are
par t of the academic curriculum. A conscious

• Constantly ask and seek clarifications

effor t has to be made on our par t to do projects

that enable you to make well informed

in organisations of repute and on current and

decisions.

relevant topics. You must ensure that in your role
as an intern or project trainees, value is delivered

• Be a relentless learner and be open to change.
Why is this important?

to the organisation through your project wor k.
• Seek oppor tunities to wor k in the city (during
vacations, etc.) to under stand and evaluate

• The initiative of continuously
improving your self helps to overcome

whether you are ready to take up the challenges
of building a career there .

shor tcomings of an outdated
educational cur r iculum,

• Accept and utilise any oppor tunity to par ticipate

poor teaching standards, lack of

in inter-collegial/state level or national level

exposure and the like .

events such as - paper presentations, debates,
elocutions, cultural events.

• C o n t i n u o u s l y i m p r ov i n g yo u r s e l f
t h r o u g h a c q u i r i n g k n ow l e d g e a n d

• Develop interest in an extr a-cur r icular activity -

i n c r e a s i n g aw a r e n e s s , h e l p s i n

a spor t, a musical instr ument, a for m of dance ,

making better infor med decisions

music or a mar tial ar t for better all round

and career choices.

development.
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9. Transcending Everyday Struggles/
Adapting to City Life
How would we define this?

impact on your state of mind and your
per sonal and professional life as well.
• The work environment can be demanding
and even stressful at times. A pressuring

The ability to cope with the day to day str uggles

work schedule, stringent deadlines, high

and challenges of living in a new environment

demand for performance, and a

(metropolitan / lar ge city) and adapting to a fast

demanding boss are things you may have

paced lifestyle .

to deal with. High levels of stress can
cause insomnia, physical illnesses such as

What does this mean?

hear t disease, migraines, headaches,
stomach and back problems, anxiety,

• Having tenacity and per severance

depression and substance abuse. Thus, not
letting stress get the better of you is

• Facing difficult situations with guts

impor tant.

• Being per sonally resilient

How to transcend every day struggles?

• Being able to manage per sonal stress and not

• You must be mentally prepared to be

show fr ustration

away from home and the comfor ts of
staying at home . You must learn to

• Learning to be self sufficient but also able to
mobilise help in a crisis
• Adapting to a fast paced life

manage on your own and be
independent.
• Even in the simplest matters of ever yday
living, think through various options of

• Finding avenues to relax and de-stress

making life easier, constantly bearing in
mind the pros and cons. Opt for the

• Being able to manage finances
Why is this important?

choices that suit you the best.
• You will have to adapt to different
eating habits, a new living environment,

• To accept and deal with the changes that living in

different surroundings, people with a

a metropolitan/large city involves as it is

different mindset and priorities,

impor tant for sur vival. High cost of living, long

different cultures, different weather,

hour s of commuting, living within one’s means,

etc. Be prepared for this.

coping without the suppor t system of family,
uncomfor table living arrangements etc. are all

• Find a friends circle that you are

adjustments that are par t and parcel of the

comfor table in and use their company

change you have opted for. It is necessar y to

to relax and de-stress.

embrace these changes and make suitable and
comfor table arrangements that you are
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• Strive to achieve a wor k-life balance as

considerably happy with since your living

it is also impor tant to counter the side

environment and lifestyle is likely to have an

effects of a fast paced city life .

10. Celebrate Your Values
How do we define this?
An internal, underlying, enduring & constant
judgment of what you consider good,
positive, useful or impor tant. Values exer t

• Carr y your share of wor k load, keep to
commitments without having to be super vised
and produce results.
• Display the highest standards of per sonal
discipline & dedication in managing your time
and wor k priorities.

major influence on your behavior and
ser ves as broad guidelines in all situations.

• Be determined to see things through to completion.

What are the values that Organisations

• Demonstrate flexibility in per sonal needs &
preferences to meet Organisation’s priorities.

give importance to?
Respect
Loyalty

• Set an example for other s to follow in business
and professional behaviour.

Gratitude
Commitment/dedication
Resilience

• Do not blame other s for your own mistakes or
misrepresent your self for per sonal gain.

Hard working
Sincerity

Why is this important?

Drive/Energy
Honesty
Integrity

• Organisations give impor tance to values as these
influence one’s business ethics and forms the
foundation for professional behaviour.

What does this mean?
• Be completely for thright in all
dealings and uncompromising on

• Reference checks, testimonials, reference letters, and
so on are used to judge values and form an integral
par t of an organisation’s recruitment process.

matter s of business ethics.
• Give impor tance to organisational values
and adhere to them while taking decisions.
• Under stand and adhere to the
Organisation’s code of conduct.

• Most organisations articulate their values and have a code
of conduct to be followed by employees. They choose
people who have traits that demonstrate these values.
• Adherence to values helps forge a long lasting
successful relationship with the organisation and
the people that one wor ks with.

• Do not misuse office proper ty, intellectual
proper ty or any other confidential
information for personal gain.

Your greatest strength is your value system. In many
ways, Organisations hire people like you on the
strength of your values.

• Behave in a consistent manner.
• Show respect and cour tesy to all.

So, wear them on your sleeve. Respect and celebrate
them. Be proud that you are displaying these values.
Never ever compromise on them.

• Treat all with dignity and fairness.
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Epilogue
T his

research project derives its greatness from the

cause it is attempting to address and the value it is
attempting to create. It does not derive its greatness
from the insights because what we have discovered,
many might be aware of.
The Research project helped us become acutely aware
of the enormity of this human resource development
challenge - the possibilities on one side and the
enormous gaps on the other side.
We are convinced that if the dream of a developed India
by 2030 has to materialise, millions of indians who
statistically represent India’s demographic advantage,
must master these ten golden steps and liberate
themselves and we think they will.
Our only wish and prayer is that the power of this simple
idea helps carr y itself into the right homes ver y soon.
If this edition of UTB inspires you, please help us
spread the message! With ever y effor t, we would have
helped at least one youth cross the chasm!
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